Abstract. Based on the finite element method (FEM), gantry milling machine was topologically optimized. Complex gantry milling machine design was firstly simplified in order to make it suitable for the FEM software ANSYS modeling. Then, the primary principal stress and the modal were analyzed to set the foundation for the topological optimization of gantry milling machine. The topological optimization problem was formulated as the problem of minimizing the objective function that was defined as the function based on the flexibility and the natural frequency, respectively. The optimized gantry milling machine configuration was obtained with the stiffness increased by 37.83%, the volume decreased by 15.28%, and the first order natural frequency increased by 70.88%. The final configuration scheme has better mechanical properties and improvements in the material economy of gantry milling machine.
Introduction
With the development of advanced manufacturing technology, higher requirements have been put forward for the static and dynamic performance of milling machine, and in recent years there are a lot of researches based on this aspect [1] [2] [3] . Columns and beams are two important parts of the gantry milling machine, and their design has a crucial effect on the static and dynamic performance of the structure. In general, the three indicators of machine performance are: stiffness, weight, dynamic performance, the data corresponding to the three indicators is the cutter head displacement with load, the volume of the unit, the value of first order natural frequency. In this study, a certain type of gantry milling machine is investigated. Based on the finite element method (FEM), the column and beam is topologically optimized with flexibility and natural frequency as the optimization target. It is hoped that the results of these studies will be helpful for the prediction of static and dynamic performance of milling machines and the improvement of product design.
Topological Optimization Model of Gantry Milling Machine
The topological optimization is defined as finding the optimal material distribution scheme in a given design space, so that the structure is optimal under the condition that the state variables are satisfied. The topological optimization problem is characterized by the need to determine the material distribution problem on structure, such as where to open the hole, what form of hole to shape, how many holes to open, how to connect the different sections, and so on [4] . The topological optimization of continuum is defined in two or three dimensional region. The optimal material distribution scheme is obtained by selecting different design parameters and objective functions under the constraint equations. The topological optimization can be formulated as mathematical optimization problem.
where   F X is the objective function,
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is the design variables, n is the number of the design variables,   i g X and   j h X are the constraint functions. In our study, the objective function for the gantry milling machine optimization design can be defined as the flexibility or the first order natural frequency. The constraint function is defined as the volume function with the minimum requirement to decrease volume by 50%.
Finite Element Model for Gantry Milling Machine
In this study, unless otherwise specified, the following values and conditions are used in the process of the gantry milling machine topological optimization.
According to the simplified drawing of the gantry milling machine, a finite element model can be established by ANSYS standard finite element program, as shown in Figure 1 . The reinforcement rib of the column inner wall is simulated by beam element BEAM189; L/H>10 plate is simulated by shell element SHELL281; connecting part of the saddle and the beam is simulated by rigid beam element MPC184; saddle and ram are simulated by particle element MASS21; cutter head is simulated by MASS21, and load will be at this part; the rest of the solid element is simulated by SOLID186. As shown in Figure 2 , between the column and the beam, between the column and the bed, the constraint equations in ANSYS are used to link those marked parts so that the freedom of nodes is synchronized.
The bottom of the column and the bed are fastened on the foundation by bolts, so the simulation is made by full restraint.
The material of this gantry milling machine is cast iron HT250 with elastic modulus E=1.38×10 5 MPa, Poisson's ratio μ=0.156, and density ρ=7.28×10 -6 kg/ (mm) 3 .
According to the cutting test specification of Guilin Machine Tool Co., Ltd. and the machine tool parameters used in this paper, the cutter head will produce the maximum cutting force of 13000 N. Refer to Machine Tool Design Manual, the ratios of the main cutting force to other cutting forces can be obtained as follows
where FX is the horizontal component of force along the feed direction, FY is the force in the spindle direction of the milling machine, FZ is a component of the vertical. F takes the value of 13000N and according to the above ratios, it can be given by FX=3900N, FY=7150N and FZ= 13000N [5] .
Mechanical Characteristics of Gantry Milling Machine
The gantry milling machine is made of cast iron, and the stress is only concerned with its primary principal stress. The results of FEM are shown in Figure 3 and the maximum principal stress is 4.666MPa, which is far less than the yield strength of HT250. Therefore, this is a small linear elastic deformation, and the majority of the regional stress is very small. It means that the gantry milling machine has great potential for optimization. The results of machine modal analysis are also shown in the Table 1 . 
Topological Optimization Design of Gantry Milling Machine
Topological optimization design of gantry milling machine is divided into two design steps: minimization of flexibility and maximization of fundamental frequency. Thus, general material distribution of the structure can be obtained, and material having density greater than 0.5 is reserved.
Initial Topological Optimization with Minimum Flexibility as the Objective Function
This problem is a linear elastic static analysis with multistep loading, and the corresponding load and boundary conditions need to be applied. The prototype of the gantry milling machine as shown in Figure 4 is used as the initial design space. Lead rail, saddle, and ram are functional parts, which cannot be optimized, while the rest are optimized areas. The flexibility function is selected as an optimized objective function with the volume function defined as a constraint function and reducing the volume by 50%. Optimization results shown in Figure 5 , it's obvious that the upper right corner of the beam can be considered to cut off. Because the elements in left side of the column cannot be omitted, the topological optimization design space is considered to expand and therefore the volume of column increases. 
Further Topological Optimization with Minimum Flexibility as the Objective Function
The design space is redefined as shown in Figure 6 . The optimized objective function and the constraint function are respectively redefined by the flexibility function and the volume function with reducing the volume by 50%. The optimization results as shown in Figure 7 , it's obvious that the upper right corner of the beam can be cut off and the right side of column can be weakened, the left side need to increase the volume. It's necessary to pay attention to avoiding larger column in order to keep cutter head process properly. 
Topological Optimization with Maximum First Order Natural Frequency as the Objective Function
Topological optimization analysis based on modal frequencies is to take the natural frequency of structure as the objective function, and only the boundary conditions need to be applied without the corresponding load. The function based on the first order natural frequency is defined as an optimized objective function. The volume function is defined as a constraint function with reducing the volume by 50%. Optimization results shown in Figure 8 , it's obvious that the beam without the upper right corner and the column with large bottom can increase the first order natural frequency.
From the above, it can be seen that cutting upper corner of beam and increasing the volume of the column bottom help the gantry milling machine decrease its flexibility and increase its first order natural frequency. According to the above characteristics with economical consideration, the optimized gantry milling machine configuration shown in Figure 9 can be obtained with the stiffness increased by 37.83%, the volume decreased by 15.28%, and the first order natural frequency increased by 70.88%. 
Summary
In this paper, the gantry milling machine is topologically optimized with the flexibility and natural frequency as the objective function based on the finite element method. The configuration characteristics which are beneficial to improve gantry milling machine performance are obtained, and according to those characteristics, the configuration scheme of gantry milling machine with better mechanical properties and economy is summarized.
